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About This Game

Corroded is an online Arena Brawler where up to six players fight and push each other out of a shrinking arena.

Jump into a game of Corroded with up to six players and fight to push each other out of a shrinking arena. A game in Corroded
has several short rounds. Upgrade your robot before and between the rounds to find the best way to achieve victory. Counter

your enemies, adapt to your surroundings, become the champion of the arena.

Inspired by the Warlocks mod from Warcraft 3, Corroded is a futuristic take with some mix-ups focusing more on speed and a
compact skill system, giving it an arcade-like feel. We also bring dynamic levels that change over the course of the game.
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Title: Corroded
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Encircle Games
Publisher:
Encircle Games
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista 32/64, Windows 7 32/64, Windows 8 32/64, Windows 10 32-bit

Processor: Core 2 DUO 2.1 GHz / AMD Athlon X2 2.1 GHZ or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 3.0 Compatible ATI or NVidia card w/ 1024MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2500 MB available space

English
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It's a decent competitive game. The playerbase is tiny but matches are often set up through the discord.. I played the game that
this is a derivative of, and it's a wonderful succesor to it. The biggest issue at this time is the lack of players. As people pick this
up, it should resolve itself. I can't recommend this game enough.. Everyone buy on sale, revive this sheeeit.. I like it. Its fun to
play vs friends.. Servers only available in US and EU.
Options greyed out\/off top of screen. Cannot select a region. Since I am in AU it automatically puts me in EU (furthest away
possible).
Game only displays in obscure resolutions.
Not enough people online to start a single game. (Only needs 6 players)

I will change my review if things change.. Crush your friends, see them driven before you!. Nice game. Who wants to play,
write me
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reminds me of battlerite with a more warlock twist, would reccomend it, espessally if you have friends to play it with. Extremley
fun game, but there is not many people who have bought the game. READ THIS AND BUY THEY GAME, This game has so
much potential!. I bought this game because it was highly recommended by everyone who owns it, but found out that there's no
players there. Still I recommend to buy this game, you won't regret.. DO NOT BUY THIS! A multi-player game with NO
PLAYERS online.. ever. The game is dead and it's been dead for some years. Oh and about Steam support, they are not going to
refund you. I played only for 16 minutes and all I get is auto-reply mails from Steam.
Anyways, I hope no one else falls into this money trap.
Cheers. It's a fun game, well worth getting. Intuitive controls, interesting upgrades and a nice graphics
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